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BACKGROUND

METHODS

Primary prophylaxis at an early dosage of 25-40 IU/kg three times/week is

considered the gold standard for the treatment of children with severe

hemophilia A, improving their quality of life (QoL) and reducing bleeds. In the

last years a new approach to prophylaxis based on annual bleeding rate

(ABR), presence of target joints, pharmacokinetics (PK) or lifestyle of each

patient has begun to be adopted in hemophilia treatment
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To evaluate whether in a group of

children with severe or moderate

hemophilia A (HA) a tailored approach

may be used to replace the standard

therapy

PK evaluation was carried out in 8 children with severe or

moderate HA referred to the Hemophilia Centre of Padua and

previously receiving recombinant factor VIII, octocog alfa (20-80

IU/kg), using a computing program (Bayesian approach). For

each patient a tailored prophylaxis was estimated with the same

program considering a trough level of 1% (severe HA) or 3%

(moderate HA)

AIM

RESULTS

A therapeutic approach based on PK and clinical 

characteristics of each patient could change the standard 

treatment. Based on our results tailored prophylaxis could be 

another effective option for children with HA, improving their 

QoL

PK evaluations of 6 children with severe HA (FVIII <1%)

previously on prophylaxis and of 2 children with moderate HA

(FVIII 2-3%) and ABR >5, previously treated on-demand, were

carried out. A Bayesian curve was created for each child.

Afterwards a tailored prophylaxis was assessed individually

employing PK data: clearance and half-life of FVIII, steady state

volume, time to reach +1% from basal FVIII. Following our

results, the previously on-demand treated pts were placed on

prophylaxis and their ABR decreased significantly. Based on

trough level data, the weekly frequency of infusions was

reduced in three patients with severe HA, while it increased in

two children. Asfor the remaining child, only the dosage was

changed (Fig. 1)

CONCLUSIONS

Tailored prophylaxis in children with hemophilia A: a new 

approach for the future
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Fig. 1 Previous treatment, PK, tailored prophylaxis for each 

child and an example of Bayesian curve of a patient (PD8) * 

Patients with moderate HA 


